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Session 1: Word List
refugee n. a displaced person who has crossed national borders

and who cannot or is unwilling to return home due to
political, religious, or economic reasons or because of a
war

synonym : emigrant, evacuee, exile

(1) global refugee crisis, (2) the refugee camp

The community warmly welcomed the refugees.

aid n. things sent to help countries in need, notably food or
money; support

synonym : helper, resource, assistance

(1) financial aid, (2) country-by-country aid programs

Pakistan's aid budget was still being reviewed.

humanitarian adj. something relating to the promotion of human welfare or
someone who works to promote human welfare

synonym : philanthropic, compassionate, caring

(1) humanitarian crisis, (2) a truly humanitarian act

The organization is dedicated to providing humanitarian aid
to disaster-stricken areas worldwide.

crisis n. a time of great disagreement, confusion, or danger when
problems must be resolved or critical decisions must be
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taken
synonym : concern, problem, emergency

(1) financial crisis, (2) crisis management

The Chinese word for crisis comprises two characters, one
for danger and the other for opportunity.

swear v. to make a solemn promise or vow; to use rude or
offensive language

synonym : declare, assert, curse

(1) swear an oath, (2) swear a blue streak

I swear I didn't mean to break your vase.

technique n. a particular way or art of doing something that needs
skill

synonym : approach, procedure, strategy

(1) a technique in martial arts, (2) the technique applied to
construction

Jockey's superior technique brought him victory.

fig n. a sweet and soft edible fruit with many seeds or a tree
on which these grow

(1) fig marigold, (2) fig tree

He ate the dried figs he had preserved.

punchline n. the final sentence or phrase in a joke, which is intended
to be funny or surprising and to bring the joke to a
climax

synonym : joke, climax, comedic ending

(1) have no punchline, (2) the final punchline

The punchline of the joke was hilarious.

bunch n. a grouping of several similar things which are growing or
fastened together

synonym : group, assemblage, bundle

(1) a bunch of trees, (2) a bunch of schoolgirls

One bad apple spoils the whole bunch.
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myriad adj. a very large number
synonym : numerous, countless, infinite

(1) myriad differences, (2) a myriad of choices

The artist featured myriad colors and patterns, creating a
vibrant and dynamic piece.

overwhelming adj. very great or intense; so powerful that you cannot fight
or react against it

synonym : overpowering, astounding, amazing

(1) overwhelming majority, (2) an overwhelming victory

He has shown signs of uneasiness and overwhelming
worry.

conflict n. a strong disagreement, argument, or a violent clash
between two opposing groups or individuals

synonym : clash, discord, competition

(1) the conflict between good and evil, (2) the longstanding
conflict

He and I often had conflicts, not only in personality but also
in ideology.

identify v. to recognize someone or something and say or prove
who or what they are

synonym : determine, specify, recognize

(1) identify handwriting, (2) identify gene sequences

I will introduce you to how to identify the leading causes of
the malfunction.

gap n. a conspicuous disparity or difference separates
something such as a figure, people, their opinions,
situation, etc.

synonym : opening, lacuna, spread

(1) the gap between ideal and reality, (2) distance gap

Many people are working together to close the gender gap.

doable adj. possible to do; capable of existing, taking place, or
proving true
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synonym : realizable, accomplishable, achievable

(1) make a doable plan, (2) doable in daily life

This project is doable despite the tight schedule.

stun v. to make a person or an animal unconscious or dizzy,
especially by hitting them on the head; to make
someone surprised or shocked greatly

synonym : shock, amaze, astound

(1) stun fish, (2) stun an audience

This sprinter stunned the world with his speed.

misery n. a state of ill-being due to affliction or misfortune
synonym : affliction, despair, anguish

(1) live in misery, (2) untold misery

Our company suffered misery from incurring a heavy loss.

echo n. a sound heard after being reflected off a surface, such
as a wall or a cliff

synonym : reverberate, repeat, reflection

(1) the echo of a person's footsteps, (2) sound echo

A thunderous boom echoed throughout the valley.

holocaust n. the systematic killing of millions of Jews and other
minority groups by the Nazis during World War II, or any
similar act of mass destruction

synonym : genocide, mass murder, devastation

(1) nuclear holocaust, (2) the holocaust museum

Many holocaust survivors still suffer from the trauma they
experienced during that time.

survive v. to live or exist despite a dangerous event or period
synonym : endure, persist, stay

(1) survive a blizzard, (2) survive a plane crash

These birds can only survive in temperate climates.

concentration n. the ability to focus all your time and energy on one thing
without thinking about anything else.
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synonym : attention, engagement, assiduity

(1) concentration of armaments, (2) his research area of
concentration

This exam requires excellent concentration to pass.

flee v. to leave by running away, especially out of fear or
danger

synonym : exit, escape, run away

(1) flee their homes, (2) flee abroad

It is a basic instinct to flee from a dangerous situation.

stateless adj. having no nationality or citizenship; not being affiliated
with any particular state or government

synonym : without citizenship, homeless

(1) become stateless, (2) stateless person

The stateless refugees were not allowed to enter the
country.

destruction n. the act of causing so much damage to something
synonym : devastation, annihilation, ruin

(1) path of destruction, (2) cyclonic destruction

The extinction of several subspecies has been linked to
climate change and habitat destruction.

bomb n. a weapon that explodes and is used to kill or injure
people or to cause damage to something

synonym : missile, explosive, ammunition

(1) atomic bombs, (2) disarm the bomb

The use of cluster bombs is strictly prohibited by
international law.

starvation n. a severe lack of food that leads to malnutrition and,
ultimately, death

synonym : hunger, malnutrition, emaciation

(1) die of starvation, (2) starvation wages

The drought led to widespread starvation in the region.
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siege n. the surrounding of a place and isolating it by an army to
defeat those defending it

synonym : blockade, encirclement, barricade

(1) hostage siege, (2) lay siege to his house

People began storing up food and supplies for the siege.

pregnant adj. having a baby or young animal developing in the uterus
synonym : expectant

(1) needs of pregnant women, (2) a silence pregnant with
suspense

She vacated the position when she got pregnant.

lug v. to carry or drag something with effort; to pull something
along with a sudden or jerky motion

synonym : carry, haul, transport

(1) lug a hose, (2) lug my son into a room

He had to lug the heavy suitcase up the stairs.

sack v. to remove or dismiss someone from a position or place;
(noun) a large bag made of strong, rough material, such
as burlap, that is used for storing or carrying things

synonym : discharge, remove, (noun) bag

(1) sack an employee, (2) a sleep sack

He was sacked from his job for stealing company property.

rot v. to decay, or cause something to decay, naturally and
gradually

synonym : perish, decay, corrode

(1) begin to rot, (2) rot with age

Please refrigerate the meat, or it will rot.

eviscerate v. to remove the internal organs of an animal; to severely
criticize or attack someone or something

synonym : disembowel, gut, devitalize

(1) eviscerate the infected organs, (2) eviscerate the movie

The predator eviscerated its prey and ate its internal organs.
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emaciated adj. extremely thin or weak, especially as a result of illness
or starvation

synonym : thin, gaunt, bony

(1) become emaciated, (2) emaciated form

The emaciated man was severely malnourished.

corps n. a large group of people trained and organized for a
particular purpose, such as the military or a performing
arts troupe

synonym : body, group, organization

(1) airborne corps, (2) corps artillery

The corps arrived at the front lines just in time to reinforce
the exhausted soldiers.

torture n. the act of causing intense pain or suffering to someone
to punish them, extract information from them, or for
some other reason

synonym : torment, abuse, mistreatment

(1) a torture chamber, (2) an instrument of torture

The use of torture is strictly prohibited under international
law.

skeleton n. the structure of bones in a human or animal body, or a
framework of bones or other material that supports a
plant

synonym : bones, frame, structure

(1) the steel skeleton of a building, (2) skeleton hand

Scientists studied the ancient skeleton to learn more about
the creature's anatomy.

flood n. a large amount of water flowing beyond its normal limits;
an overwhelming number or amount

synonym : deluge, downpour, overflow

(1) flood advisory, (2) a flood of questions

These heavy rains caused flash floods on several islands.
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recall v. to remember something
synonym : remember, retrieve, recollect

(1) recall the incident, (2) recall his name

She vividly recalls getting laid off several years ago.

displacement n. the act of forcing someone or something to leave their
home or place of origin, especially as a result of conflict,
natural disaster, or manipulation

synonym : eviction, exile, exodus

(1) displacement camp, (2) a car with 1800 cc
displacement

The displacement of the residents was a consequence of
the construction of the new highway.

confront v. to face, meet or deal with a problem or difficult situation
or person

synonym : engage, encounter, contend

(1) confront a global warming, (2) confront the issue

He finally decided to confront problems directly.

mobilize v. to make something ready for action or use; to organize
people or resources for a particular purpose

synonym : activate, rally, marshal

(1) mobilize cooperation, (2) mobilize a stiff joint

The military mobilized troops to the border.

interreligious adj. involving or occurring between people of different
religions; of or relating to the relationships and
interactions between different religions

synonym : cross-religious

(1) interreligious marriage, (2) the interreligious
conference

Interreligious dialogue is important for understanding and
respecting different beliefs.

exclusive adj. not divided or shared with others
synonym : sole, deluxe, limited
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(1) exclusive authority, (2) exclusive clubs

The condo offers exclusive access to the beach.

alliance n. a partnership or association formed for mutual benefit,
particularly between nations or organizations.

synonym : pact, accord, coalition

(1) form alliance, (2) major airline alliances

To sell the product, the companies have formed an alliance.

surround v. to be all around something or somebody
synonym : encircle, encompass, envelop

(1) surround a town, (2) a stone wall surrounds the palace

On three sides, mountains surround the settlement.

regime n. the organization, a system, or method that is the
governing authority of a political unit

synonym : administration, establishment, government

(1) a puppet regime, (2) exercise regime

Totalitarian regimes are less likely to innovate because they
deprive individuals of economic incentives.

colleague n. one of a group of a coworker, especially in a profession
or a business

synonym : coworker, associate, fellow

(1) collaborate with colleagues, (2) former colleague

I decided to seek counseling on the advice of my colleague.

clandestine adj. done or kept in secret, especially because it is illegal or
not allowed

synonym : secret, hidden, covert

(1) non- clandestine expenses, (2) a clandestine location

The spy carried out the mission in a clandestine manner.

outbound adj. going or traveling away from a particular place; intended
for or leading to a destination outside a particular place

synonym : outgoing, leaving, departing
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(1) outbound e-mail, (2) the outbound flight

He was on an outbound train.

delivery n. the act of taking or sending something to a destination;
the bringing of a baby during childbirth

synonym : sending, transporting, bringing

(1) an easy delivery, (2) special delivery

The delivery truck arrived with the packages.

lobby n. a large area inside the entrance of a public building
where people can meet and wait; a group of people who
try to persuade a politician, the government, or an
official group to influence legislation

synonym : entrance, hall, anteroom

(1) lobby for legislation, (2) a hotel lobby

That lobby group actively advocated environmental
protection to the government.

parliament n. a legislative body, especially the one that represents the
people of a country or state

synonym : congress, assembly, legislature

(1) disband parliament, (2) event of a hung parliament

He was a member of parliament.

bang v. to hit or cause to hit something in a way that makes a
loud noise

synonym : crash, hit, smash

(1) bang his fist on a desk, (2) bang a phone down

My father tried to bang mathematics into my head since
childhood.

congress n. a formal meeting of the representatives of different
countries, constituent states, organizations, trade
unions, political parties, or other groups

synonym : legislature, parliament, assembly

(1) an international congress, (2) peace congress

Congress must consider this proposal in an unusual
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situation.

nowhere adv. not in, at, or to any place; not anywhere

(1) nowhere else to go, (2) come out of nowhere

I've been thinking all day and getting nowhere.

launch v. to send or propel something into the air or space using a
device such as a rocket, missile, or spacecraft; to make
something available or on sale for the first time

synonym : start, initiate, begin

(1) launch a spaceship into orbit, (2) launch a big attack

The company is set to launch its new product line next
month.

operate v. to work in a particular way; to supervise something
synonym : work, use, employ

(1) operate 24 hours a day, (2) manually operate a
machine

This machine is too difficult to operate for me.

facilitate v. to make something easier or more likely to happen
synonym : aid, assist, help

(1) facilitate a smooth transition, (2) facilitate the process

The company implemented a new software system to
facilitate employee communication and collaboration.

enormous adj. extremely large or great
synonym : huge, giant, gigantic

(1) enormous amount, (2) enormous potential

Shakespeare's output of poetry was enormous.

cargo n. the goods carried by ship, aircraft, or other vehicles
synonym : shipment, freight, burden

(1) plenty of cargo space, (2) unload the cargo

During the war, many cargo ships were converted into
battleships.
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unload v. to remove contents of something from a vehicle, ship,
container, etc.

synonym : empty, offload, unpack

(1) unload the cargo, (2) unload a dishwasher

He had to unload the merchandise before the Black Friday
bargain.

distribute v. to give something to a large number of individuals, or to
spread or furnish something

synonym : broadcast, disperse, hand out

(1) distribute wealth evenly, (2) distribute video content

His estate was distributed to his sons.

facility n. a building or place that provides a particular service or is
used for a particular industry

synonym : building, structure, installation

(1) a cell phone with an internet facility, (2) facility design

This company has an entire recycling facility, including major
reprocessing plants.

bakery n. a place where bread and other baked goods are made
and sold

synonym : bakeshop, bakehouse

(1) run a bakery, (2) bakery industry

He worked at the bakery as a baker.

fuel n. a substance that is typically burned to generate heat or
energy

synonym : energy, power, gas

(1) biomass fuel, (2) smokeless fuel

The fuel scarcity most severely impacted the manufacturing
sector

electrify v. to make a machine or system work by using electricity;
to make someone extremely enthusiastic about or
interested in something

synonym : wire, amaze, astonish
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(1) electrify the audience, (2) electrify a manufacturing
process

The product developed through years of research continues
to electrify the market.

ambulance n. a vehicle specifically designed and equipped to transport
sick or injured people to and from hospitals and other
medical facilities

(1) dispatch an ambulance, (2) ambulance service

The ambulance crew quickly stabilized the patient before
transporting them to the hospital.

sanitary adj. clean and hygienic; of or relating to the promotion of
health through cleanliness

synonym : hygienic, clean, germ-free

(1) due to sanitary reasons, (2) adopt sanitary measures

The public restrooms were equipped with automatic flushers
and hand sanitizer to maintain high sanitary conditions.

kit n. a set of tools, supplies, or equipment for a particular
purpose

synonym : set, package, bundle

(1) survival kit, (2) a first-aid kit

I bought a new tool kit for my home repair projects.

council n. a group of people who have been elected or appointed
to make decisions or give advice on a particular subject
or in a particular place

synonym : board, committee, assembly

(1) other council members, (2) city council election

The city council voted to approve the new development
project.

stabilize v. to become or cause to become steady or unlikely to give
way

synonym : brace, steady, secure
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(1) stabilize prices, (2) stabilize blood sugar levels

The raising of interest rates stabilizes the inflation rate.

incursion n. a sudden or brief invasion or attack; the act of entering
into something in a way that is not authorized or
welcomed

synonym : invasion, attack, intrusion

(1) armed incursion, (2) sudden incursion

The enemy made an incursion into the country.

ally n. a country that has officially agreed to assist and support
another country, particularly in the event of a war

synonym : associate, colleague, partner

(1) close ally, (2) ally with a company

Our country is a traditional ally of England.

expand v. to increase or to make something greater in size,
number, or importance

synonym : extend, grow, boost

(1) expand a lineup, (2) expand agricultural output

They hope to expand their business worldwide.

hiccup n. an involuntary movement of the muscles of the
diaphragm and chest that causes a sudden intake of
breath with a sound similar to a "hiccup"

synonym : hiccough

(1) stop my hiccup, (2) the cause of hiccups

The hiccups lasted for hours and were driving him crazy.

unlikely adj. not probable or likely to happen
synonym : doubtful, questionable, far-fetched

(1) unlikely event, (2) it is unlikely that he would win the
game

The passage of the bill is unlikely.

partnership n. the state of a cooperative relationship between people
or groups, especially in business
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synonym : alliance, participation, cooperation

(1) partnership across the Atlantic, (2) establish a
partnership

The military partnership between the two countries created
tension in the international community.

zone n. a specific area, region, or section that is marked off or
defined in some way

synonym : area, region, territory

(1) time zone, (2) zone defense

He was reluctant to leave his comfort zone and try something
new.

formula n. a group of symbols, letters, or numbers that represent a
rule, law, or mathematical statement

synonym : expression, recipe, procedure

(1) structural formula, (2) a binomial formula

The teacher told the students to memorize the math formula.

incriminate v. to make someone seem guilty of a crime or wrongdoing
synonym : accuse, indict, prosecute

(1) incriminate the person, (2) incriminate many
well-known politicians

He exercised his right not to incriminate himself

immerse v. to become fully involved in a particular activity; to dip or
submerge in a liquid, especially so that they or it are
entirely covered

synonym : dip, inundate, submerge

(1) immerse the cloth in the dye, (2) completely immerse
the ingredient

He immersed himself in his research.

assault n. a violent physical attack; the crime of forcing someone
to submit to sexual intercourse against their will

synonym : assault, attack, raid
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(1) assault aircraft, (2) victim of sexual assault

We got caught up in an assault case.

corporation n. a large company or group of companies that are
controlled together by law as a single unit

synonym : business, company, enterprise

(1) a public corporation, (2) corporation assets

Four companies were amalgamated into a single
corporation.

millennium n. a span of 1000 years, or the 1000th anniversary (plural:
millennia)

(1) past millennium, (2) millennium bottle of wine

Our world is in the third millennium.

laser n. a device that emits powerful and narrow light that can be
used as a tool to cut metal through a process of optical
amplification

synonym : beam, bar, ray

(1) laser printer, (2) pulse laser

The company holds patents on core components of laser jet
printers.

diversity n. the quality or fact of many different types of things or
people being included in something; a range of different
things or people

synonym : variety, multiplicity, variousness

(1) the diversity policy of the university, (2) lingual diversity

He was impressed by the range and diversity of the
collection.

religion n. a deep conviction in a supernatural power that controls
human destiny

synonym : faith, creed, belief

(1) religion sociology, (2) freedom of religion

Their religion strictly prohibits them from drinking or
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gambling.

aspect n. one part or feature of a situation, problem, subject, etc.
synonym : characteristic, element, factor

(1) nontechnical aspects of the job, (2) aspects of social,
political, and economic life

His professional experience includes all aspects of media
production.

demographic n. a statistic characterizing that describes people or groups
of people based on their age, sex, income, etc.

(1) demographic analyses, (2) demographic policy

Several demographic indicators correlate with care
admission.

obvious adj. easy to see, discover or understand
synonym : apparent, conspicuous, evident

(1) obvious reasons, (2) his conclusion was obvious

There are obvious differences between the two
wine-producing regions.

accommodating adj. helpful and willing to assist or make room for someone
or something

synonym : helpful, obliging, hospitable

(1) accommodating to a fault, (2) take an accommodating
view

The hotel staff was very accommodating and helped us with
our requests.

foray n. a sudden or brief attack or incursion; a venture into
something unfamiliar or challenging

synonym : raid, attack, incursion

(1) make a quick foray, (2) foray into politics

The company made a foray into the Chinese market.
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tragedy n. an event or situation causing great loss, misfortune, or
destruction; a play or literature that deals with a severe
and sad event and often ends with the death of the main
character

synonym : disaster, adversity, calamity

(1) a tragedy during work, (2) the aftermath of this tragedy

Macbeth is a famous tragedy by Shakespeare.

unfold v. to open up or spread out something that is folded or
rolled up; to reveal or disclose something that was
previously hidden or unknown

synonym : open, spread out, expose

(1) unfold the story, (2) unfold the stroller

The mystery unfolded as the detectives gathered more
clues.

bible n. the sacred writings of the Christian religions, consisting
of the Old and New Testaments; a book regarded as
authoritative in its field

synonym : authoritative book, holy book, doctrine

(1) a passage from the Bible, (2) believe Bible prophecy

Students have loved this textbook for many years as a
biology bible.

verse n. a type of poetry that is characterized by a metrical
structure and often a rhyme scheme

synonym : poetry, rhyme, stanza

(1) cited verse, (2) verse play

The poet recited a verse from her latest collection.

reverberate v. to be repeated several times as an echo
synonym : echo, resonate, resound

(1) reverberate through the hall, (2) reverberate in my
head

The effects might reverberate across the oceans in
unexpected ways.
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brain n. the organ inside the head that is responsible for one's
movement, thought, memory, and feeling

synonym : intellect, mind, encephalon

(1) basic brain function, (2) permanent brain damage

X-rays revealed a small tumor in his brain.

shalt v. an archaic form of "shall," which is used to indicate a
command, a requirement, or a prediction

synonym : must, should, ought

(1) full of thou shalt nots, (2) list of thou shalts

Thou shalt not steal.

idle adj. not working hard or not having a job; useless
synonym : inactive, jobless, inoperative

(1) live an idle life, (2) idle capital

There are several idle machines in the factory because of the
decreased orders.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. the e__o of a person's footsteps n. a sound heard after being reflected off a
surface, such as a wall or a cliff

2. id____fy handwriting v. to recognize someone or something
and say or prove who or what they are

3. an international co____ss n. a formal meeting of the representatives
of different countries, constituent states,
organizations, trade unions, political
parties, or other groups

4. fl__d advisory n. a large amount of water flowing beyond
its normal limits; an overwhelming
number or amount

5. manually op____e a machine v. to work in a particular way; to supervise
something

6. a puppet re___e n. the organization, a system, or method
that is the governing authority of a
political unit

7. cited ve__e n. a type of poetry that is characterized by
a metrical structure and often a rhyme
scheme

8. disarm the b__b n. a weapon that explodes and is used to
kill or injure people or to cause damage
to something

9. co____nt the issue v. to face, meet or deal with a problem or
difficult situation or person

10. rev______te in my head v. to be repeated several times as an echo

11. adopt sa____ry measures adj. clean and hygienic; of or relating to the
promotion of health through cleanliness

ANSWERS: 1. echo, 2. identify, 3. congress, 4. flood, 5. operate, 6. regime, 7. verse,
8. bomb, 9. confront, 10. reverberate, 11. sanitary
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12. the te_____ue applied to

construction

n. a particular way or art of doing
something that needs skill

13. other co____l members n. a group of people who have been
elected or appointed to make decisions
or give advice on a particular subject or
in a particular place

14. f_g tree n. a sweet and soft edible fruit with many
seeds or a tree on which these grow

15. s__n an audience v. to make a person or an animal
unconscious or dizzy, especially by
hitting them on the head; to make
someone surprised or shocked greatly

16. l_g my son into a room v. to carry or drag something with effort; to
pull something along with a sudden or
jerky motion

17. become st_____ss adj. having no nationality or citizenship; not
being affiliated with any particular state
or government

18. un___d a dishwasher v. to remove contents of something from a
vehicle, ship, container, etc.

19. live an i__e life adj. not working hard or not having a job;
useless

20. a cell phone with an internet

fa____ty

n. a building or place that provides a
particular service or is used for a
particular industry

21. as___ts of social, political, and

economic life

n. one part or feature of a situation,
problem, subject, etc.

22. the final pu_____ne n. the final sentence or phrase in a joke,
which is intended to be funny or
surprising and to bring the joke to a
climax

ANSWERS: 12. technique, 13. council, 14. fig, 15. stun, 16. lug, 17. stateless, 18.
unload, 19. idle, 20. facility, 21. aspect, 22. punchline
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23. a passage from the Bi__e n. the sacred writings of the Christian
religions, consisting of the Old and New
Testaments; a book regarded as
authoritative in its field

24. smokeless f__l n. a substance that is typically burned to
generate heat or energy

25. global re____e crisis n. a displaced person who has crossed
national borders and who cannot or is
unwilling to return home due to political,
religious, or economic reasons or
because of a war

26. s__n fish v. to make a person or an animal
unconscious or dizzy, especially by
hitting them on the head; to make
someone surprised or shocked greatly

27. as____t aircraft n. a violent physical attack; the crime of
forcing someone to submit to sexual
intercourse against their will

28. full of thou sh__t nots v. an archaic form of "shall," which is used
to indicate a command, a requirement,
or a prediction

29. lay si__e to his house n. the surrounding of a place and isolating
it by an army to defeat those defending
it

30. a first-aid k_t n. a set of tools, supplies, or equipment for
a particular purpose

31. list of thou sh__ts v. an archaic form of "shall," which is used
to indicate a command, a requirement,
or a prediction

ANSWERS: 23. bible, 24. fuel, 25. refugee, 26. stun, 27. assault, 28. shalt, 29. siege,
30. kit, 31. shalt
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32. peace co____ss n. a formal meeting of the representatives
of different countries, constituent states,
organizations, trade unions, political
parties, or other groups

33. the ou____nd flight adj. going or traveling away from a particular
place; intended for or leading to a
destination outside a particular place

34. die of sta_____on n. a severe lack of food that leads to
malnutrition and, ultimately, death

35. become em_____ed adj. extremely thin or weak, especially as a
result of illness or starvation

36. cor______on assets n. a large company or group of companies
that are controlled together by law as a
single unit

37. structural fo____a n. a group of symbols, letters, or numbers
that represent a rule, law, or
mathematical statement

38. dem______ic policy n. a statistic characterizing that describes
people or groups of people based on
their age, sex, income, etc.

39. dispatch an am_____ce n. a vehicle specifically designed and
equipped to transport sick or injured
people to and from hospitals and other
medical facilities

40. the co____ct between good and evil n. a strong disagreement, argument, or a
violent clash between two opposing
groups or individuals

41. st_____ss person adj. having no nationality or citizenship; not
being affiliated with any particular state
or government

ANSWERS: 32. congress, 33. outbound, 34. starvation, 35. emaciated, 36.
corporation, 37. formula, 38. demographic, 39. ambulance, 40. conflict, 41. stateless
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42. i__e capital adj. not working hard or not having a job;
useless

43. a truly hum______ian act adj. something relating to the promotion of
human welfare or someone who works
to promote human welfare

44. st_____ze blood sugar levels v. to become or cause to become steady
or unlikely to give way

45. freedom of re____on n. a deep conviction in a supernatural
power that controls human destiny

46. dis_____te video content v. to give something to a large number of
individuals, or to spread or furnish
something

47. sudden in_____on n. a sudden or brief invasion or attack; the
act of entering into something in a way
that is not authorized or welcomed

48. the g_p between ideal and reality n. a conspicuous disparity or difference
separates something such as a figure,
people, their opinions, situation, etc.

49. r_t with age v. to decay, or cause something to decay,
naturally and gradually

50. pulse la__r n. a device that emits powerful and narrow
light that can be used as a tool to cut
metal through a process of optical
amplification

51. survival k_t n. a set of tools, supplies, or equipment for
a particular purpose

52. par______ip across the Atlantic n. the state of a cooperative relationship
between people or groups, especially in
business

ANSWERS: 42. idle, 43. humanitarian, 44. stabilize, 45. religion, 46. distribute, 47.
incursion, 48. gap, 49. rot, 50. laser, 51. kit, 52. partnership
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53. make a quick fo__y n. a sudden or brief attack or incursion; a
venture into something unfamiliar or
challenging

54. distance g_p n. a conspicuous disparity or difference
separates something such as a figure,
people, their opinions, situation, etc.

55. fo__y into politics n. a sudden or brief attack or incursion; a
venture into something unfamiliar or
challenging

56. acc_______ing to a fault adj. helpful and willing to assist or make
room for someone or something

57. financial a_d n. things sent to help countries in need,
notably food or money; support

58. un___d the cargo v. to remove contents of something from a
vehicle, ship, container, etc.

59. su____e a plane crash v. to live or exist despite a dangerous
event or period

60. ve__e play n. a type of poetry that is characterized by
a metrical structure and often a rhyme
scheme

61. am_____ce service n. a vehicle specifically designed and
equipped to transport sick or injured
people to and from hospitals and other
medical facilities

62. needs of pr____nt women adj. having a baby or young animal
developing in the uterus

63. a__y with a company n. a country that has officially agreed to
assist and support another country,
particularly in the event of a war

ANSWERS: 53. foray, 54. gap, 55. foray, 56. accommodating, 57. aid, 58. unload, 59.
survive, 60. verse, 61. ambulance, 62. pregnant, 63. ally
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64. ba___y industry n. a place where bread and other baked
goods are made and sold

65. a sleep s__k v. to remove or dismiss someone from a
position or place; (noun) a large bag
made of strong, rough material, such as
burlap, that is used for storing or
carrying things

66. past mil_____um n. a span of 1000 years, or the 1000th
anniversary (plural: millennia)

67. special de____ry n. the act of taking or sending something
to a destination; the bringing of a baby
during childbirth

68. im____e the cloth in the dye v. to become fully involved in a particular
activity; to dip or submerge in a liquid,
especially so that they or it are entirely
covered

69. mil_____um bottle of wine n. a span of 1000 years, or the 1000th
anniversary (plural: millennia)

70. a my___d of choices adj. a very large number

71. atomic b__bs n. a weapon that explodes and is used to
kill or injure people or to cause damage
to something

72. sound e__o n. a sound heard after being reflected off a
surface, such as a wall or a cliff

73. ex_____ve authority adj. not divided or shared with others

74. a cla______ne location adj. done or kept in secret, especially
because it is illegal or not allowed

75. a hotel lo__y n. a large area inside the entrance of a
public building where people can meet
and wait; a group of people who try to
persuade a politician, the government,
or an official group to influence
legislation

ANSWERS: 64. bakery, 65. sack, 66. millennium, 67. delivery, 68. immerse, 69.
millennium, 70. myriad, 71. bomb, 72. echo, 73. exclusive, 74. clandestine, 75. lobby
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76. have no pu_____ne n. the final sentence or phrase in a joke,
which is intended to be funny or
surprising and to bring the joke to a
climax

77. ex___d a lineup v. to increase or to make something
greater in size, number, or importance

78. lo__y for legislation n. a large area inside the entrance of a
public building where people can meet
and wait; a group of people who try to
persuade a politician, the government,
or an official group to influence
legislation

79. z__e defense n. a specific area, region, or section that is
marked off or defined in some way

80. a stone wall su____nds the palace v. to be all around something or
somebody

81. evi_____te the infected organs v. to remove the internal organs of an
animal; to severely criticize or attack
someone or something

82. an instrument of to____e n. the act of causing intense pain or
suffering to someone to punish them,
extract information from them, or for
some other reason

83. ove______ing majority adj. very great or intense; so powerful that
you cannot fight or react against it

84. ob____s reasons adj. easy to see, discover or understand

85. city co____l election n. a group of people who have been
elected or appointed to make decisions
or give advice on a particular subject or
in a particular place

ANSWERS: 76. punchline, 77. expand, 78. lobby, 79. zone, 80. surround, 81.
eviscerate, 82. torture, 83. overwhelming, 84. obvious, 85. council
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86. collaborate with co_____ues n. one of a group of a coworker, especially
in a profession or a business

87. nuclear ho_____st n. the systematic killing of millions of Jews
and other minority groups by the Nazis
during World War II, or any similar act
of mass destruction

88. run a ba___y n. a place where bread and other baked
goods are made and sold

89. la___h a spaceship into orbit v. to send or propel something into the air
or space using a device such as a
rocket, missile, or spacecraft; to make
something available or on sale for the
first time

90. re____on sociology n. a deep conviction in a supernatural
power that controls human destiny

91. completely im____e the ingredient v. to become fully involved in a particular
activity; to dip or submerge in a liquid,
especially so that they or it are entirely
covered

92. cyclonic des______on n. the act of causing so much damage to
something

93. disband par_____nt n. a legislative body, especially the one
that represents the people of a country
or state

94. country-by-country a_d programs n. things sent to help countries in need,
notably food or money; support

95. su____e a blizzard v. to live or exist despite a dangerous
event or period

96. permanent br__n damage n. the organ inside the head that is
responsible for one's movement,
thought, memory, and feeling

ANSWERS: 86. colleague, 87. holocaust, 88. bakery, 89. launch, 90. religion, 91.
immerse, 92. destruction, 93. parliament, 94. aid, 95. survive, 96. brain
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97. en____us amount adj. extremely large or great

98. make a do___e plan adj. possible to do; capable of existing,
taking place, or proving true

99. a tr____y during work n. an event or situation causing great loss,
misfortune, or destruction; a play or
literature that deals with a severe and
sad event and often ends with the death
of the main character

100. a public cor______on n. a large company or group of companies
that are controlled together by law as a
single unit

101. b__g his fist on a desk v. to hit or cause to hit something in a way
that makes a loud noise

102. a silence pr____nt with suspense adj. having a baby or young animal
developing in the uterus

103. hostage si__e n. the surrounding of a place and isolating
it by an army to defeat those defending
it

104. a car with 1800 cc dis______ent n. the act of forcing someone or
something to leave their home or place
of origin, especially as a result of
conflict, natural disaster, or
manipulation

105. begin to r_t v. to decay, or cause something to decay,
naturally and gradually

106. the aftermath of this tr____y n. an event or situation causing great loss,
misfortune, or destruction; a play or
literature that deals with a severe and
sad event and often ends with the death
of the main character

ANSWERS: 97. enormous, 98. doable, 99. tragedy, 100. corporation, 101. bang, 102.
pregnant, 103. siege, 104. displacement, 105. rot, 106. tragedy
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107. ex___d agricultural output v. to increase or to make something
greater in size, number, or importance

108. la__r printer n. a device that emits powerful and narrow
light that can be used as a tool to cut
metal through a process of optical
amplification

109. believe Bi__e prophecy n. the sacred writings of the Christian
religions, consisting of the Old and New
Testaments; a book regarded as
authoritative in its field

110. con_______ion of armaments n. the ability to focus all your time and
energy on one thing without thinking
about anything else.

111. time z__e n. a specific area, region, or section that is
marked off or defined in some way

112. armed in_____on n. a sudden or brief invasion or attack; the
act of entering into something in a way
that is not authorized or welcomed

113. a binomial fo____a n. a group of symbols, letters, or numbers
that represent a rule, law, or
mathematical statement

114. rev______te through the hall v. to be repeated several times as an echo

115. a fl__d of questions n. a large amount of water flowing beyond
its normal limits; an overwhelming
number or amount

116. an ove______ing victory adj. very great or intense; so powerful that
you cannot fight or react against it

117. ex_____ve clubs adj. not divided or shared with others

ANSWERS: 107. expand, 108. laser, 109. bible, 110. concentration, 111. zone, 112.
incursion, 113. formula, 114. reverberate, 115. flood, 116. overwhelming, 117.
exclusive
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118. the di_____ty policy of the university n. the quality or fact of many different
types of things or people being included
in something; a range of different things
or people

119. former co_____ue n. one of a group of a coworker, especially
in a profession or a business

120. f__e their homes v. to leave by running away, especially out
of fear or danger

121. a to____e chamber n. the act of causing intense pain or
suffering to someone to punish them,
extract information from them, or for
some other reason

122. f_g marigold n. a sweet and soft edible fruit with many
seeds or a tree on which these grow

123. mo____ze a stiff joint v. to make something ready for action or
use; to organize people or resources for
a particular purpose

124. sk____on hand n. the structure of bones in a human or
animal body, or a framework of bones
or other material that supports a plant

125. it is un____ly that he would win the

game

adj. not probable or likely to happen

126. a bu__h of schoolgirls n. a grouping of several similar things
which are growing or fastened together

127. dis______ent camp n. the act of forcing someone or
something to leave their home or place
of origin, especially as a result of
conflict, natural disaster, or
manipulation

ANSWERS: 118. diversity, 119. colleague, 120. flee, 121. torture, 122. fig, 123.
mobilize, 124. skeleton, 125. unlikely, 126. bunch, 127. displacement
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128. establish a par______ip n. the state of a cooperative relationship
between people or groups, especially in
business

129. cr___s management n. a time of great disagreement,
confusion, or danger when problems
must be resolved or critical decisions
must be taken

130. an easy de____ry n. the act of taking or sending something
to a destination; the bringing of a baby
during childbirth

131. la___h a big attack v. to send or propel something into the air
or space using a device such as a
rocket, missile, or spacecraft; to make
something available or on sale for the
first time

132. a te_____ue in martial arts n. a particular way or art of doing
something that needs skill

133. form al____ce n. a partnership or association formed for
mutual benefit, particularly between
nations or organizations.

134. b__g a phone down v. to hit or cause to hit something in a way
that makes a loud noise

135. victim of sexual as____t n. a violent physical attack; the crime of
forcing someone to submit to sexual
intercourse against their will

136. sw__r a blue streak v. to make a solemn promise or vow; to
use rude or offensive language

137. close a__y n. a country that has officially agreed to
assist and support another country,
particularly in the event of a war

ANSWERS: 128. partnership, 129. crisis, 130. delivery, 131. launch, 132. technique,
133. alliance, 134. bang, 135. assault, 136. swear, 137. ally
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138. f__e abroad v. to leave by running away, especially out
of fear or danger

139. stop my hi___p n. an involuntary movement of the
muscles of the diaphragm and chest
that causes a sudden intake of breath
with a sound similar to a "hiccup"

140. path of des______on n. the act of causing so much damage to
something

141. st_____ze prices v. to become or cause to become steady
or unlikely to give way

142. id____fy gene sequences v. to recognize someone or something
and say or prove who or what they are

143. exercise re___e n. the organization, a system, or method
that is the governing authority of a
political unit

144. the cause of hi___ps n. an involuntary movement of the
muscles of the diaphragm and chest
that causes a sudden intake of breath
with a sound similar to a "hiccup"

145. un____ly event adj. not probable or likely to happen

146. re___l the incident v. to remember something

147. en____us potential adj. extremely large or great

148. due to sa____ry reasons adj. clean and hygienic; of or relating to the
promotion of health through cleanliness

149. basic br__n function n. the organ inside the head that is
responsible for one's movement,
thought, memory, and feeling

ANSWERS: 138. flee, 139. hiccup, 140. destruction, 141. stabilize, 142. identify, 143.
regime, 144. hiccup, 145. unlikely, 146. recall, 147. enormous, 148. sanitary, 149.
brain
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150. the re____e camp n. a displaced person who has crossed
national borders and who cannot or is
unwilling to return home due to political,
religious, or economic reasons or
because of a war

151. no____e else to go adv. not in, at, or to any place; not anywhere

152. hum______ian crisis adj. something relating to the promotion of
human welfare or someone who works
to promote human welfare

153. his conclusion was ob____s adj. easy to see, discover or understand

154. nontechnical as___ts of the job n. one part or feature of a situation,
problem, subject, etc.

155. non-cla______ne expenses adj. done or kept in secret, especially
because it is illegal or not allowed

156. unload the ca__o n. the goods carried by ship, aircraft, or
other vehicles

157. evi_____te the movie v. to remove the internal organs of an
animal; to severely criticize or attack
someone or something

158. op____e 24 hours a day v. to work in a particular way; to supervise
something

159. come out of no____e adv. not in, at, or to any place; not anywhere

160. re___l his name v. to remember something

161. major airline al____ces n. a partnership or association formed for
mutual benefit, particularly between
nations or organizations.

162. sw__r an oath v. to make a solemn promise or vow; to
use rude or offensive language

ANSWERS: 150. refugee, 151. nowhere, 152. humanitarian, 153. obvious, 154.
aspect, 155. clandestine, 156. cargo, 157. eviscerate, 158. operate, 159. nowhere,
160. recall, 161. alliance, 162. swear
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163. lingual di_____ty n. the quality or fact of many different
types of things or people being included
in something; a range of different things
or people

164. fa____ty design n. a building or place that provides a
particular service or is used for a
particular industry

165. biomass f__l n. a substance that is typically burned to
generate heat or energy

166. int________ous marriage adj. involving or occurring between people
of different religions; of or relating to the
relationships and interactions between
different religions

167. dem______ic analyses n. a statistic characterizing that describes
people or groups of people based on
their age, sex, income, etc.

168. inc______te the person v. to make someone seem guilty of a
crime or wrongdoing

169. the steel sk____on of a building n. the structure of bones in a human or
animal body, or a framework of bones
or other material that supports a plant

170. un___d the story v. to open up or spread out something that
is folded or rolled up; to reveal or
disclose something that was previously
hidden or unknown

171. event of a hung par_____nt n. a legislative body, especially the one
that represents the people of a country
or state

172. airborne co__s n. a large group of people trained and
organized for a particular purpose, such
as the military or a performing arts
troupe

ANSWERS: 163. diversity, 164. facility, 165. fuel, 166. interreligious, 167.
demographic, 168. incriminate, 169. skeleton, 170. unfold, 171. parliament, 172.
corps
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173. take an acc_______ing view adj. helpful and willing to assist or make
room for someone or something

174. mo____ze cooperation v. to make something ready for action or
use; to organize people or resources for
a particular purpose

175. the longstanding co____ct n. a strong disagreement, argument, or a
violent clash between two opposing
groups or individuals

176. untold mi___y n. a state of ill-being due to affliction or
misfortune

177. em_____ed form adj. extremely thin or weak, especially as a
result of illness or starvation

178. financial cr___s n. a time of great disagreement,
confusion, or danger when problems
must be resolved or critical decisions
must be taken

179. co__s artillery n. a large group of people trained and
organized for a particular purpose, such
as the military or a performing arts
troupe

180. l_g a hose v. to carry or drag something with effort; to
pull something along with a sudden or
jerky motion

181. un___d the stroller v. to open up or spread out something that
is folded or rolled up; to reveal or
disclose something that was previously
hidden or unknown

182. co____nt a global warming v. to face, meet or deal with a problem or
difficult situation or person

ANSWERS: 173. accommodating, 174. mobilize, 175. conflict, 176. misery, 177.
emaciated, 178. crisis, 179. corps, 180. lug, 181. unfold, 182. confront
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183. the int________ous conference adj. involving or occurring between people
of different religions; of or relating to the
relationships and interactions between
different religions

184. his research area of

con_______ion

n. the ability to focus all your time and
energy on one thing without thinking
about anything else.

185. the ho_____st museum n. the systematic killing of millions of Jews
and other minority groups by the Nazis
during World War II, or any similar act
of mass destruction

186. s__k an employee v. to remove or dismiss someone from a
position or place; (noun) a large bag
made of strong, rough material, such as
burlap, that is used for storing or
carrying things

187. sta_____on wages n. a severe lack of food that leads to
malnutrition and, ultimately, death

188. ou____nd e-mail adj. going or traveling away from a particular
place; intended for or leading to a
destination outside a particular place

189. el_____fy the audience v. to make a machine or system work by
using electricity; to make someone
extremely enthusiastic about or
interested in something

190. dis_____te wealth evenly v. to give something to a large number of
individuals, or to spread or furnish
something

191. fac_____te the process v. to make something easier or more likely
to happen

ANSWERS: 183. interreligious, 184. concentration, 185. holocaust, 186. sack, 187.
starvation, 188. outbound, 189. electrify, 190. distribute, 191. facilitate
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192. my___d differences adj. a very large number

193. su____nd a town v. to be all around something or
somebody

194. do___e in daily life adj. possible to do; capable of existing,
taking place, or proving true

195. live in mi___y n. a state of ill-being due to affliction or
misfortune

196. el_____fy a manufacturing process v. to make a machine or system work by
using electricity; to make someone
extremely enthusiastic about or
interested in something

197. fac_____te a smooth transition v. to make something easier or more likely
to happen

198. inc______te many well-known

politicians

v. to make someone seem guilty of a
crime or wrongdoing

199. a bu__h of trees n. a grouping of several similar things
which are growing or fastened together

200. plenty of ca__o space n. the goods carried by ship, aircraft, or
other vehicles

ANSWERS: 192. myriad, 193. surround, 194. doable, 195. misery, 196. electrify, 197.
facilitate, 198. incriminate, 199. bunch, 200. cargo
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. Four companies were amalgamated into a single ___________.

n. a large company or group of companies that are controlled together by law as a
single unit

2. The company holds patents on core components of _____ jet printers.

n. a device that emits powerful and narrow light that can be used as a tool to cut
metal through a process of optical amplification

3. It is a basic instinct to ____ from a dangerous situation.

v. to leave by running away, especially out of fear or danger

4. Please refrigerate the meat, or it will ___.

v. to decay, or cause something to decay, naturally and gradually

5. I _____ I didn't mean to break your vase.

v. to make a solemn promise or vow; to use rude or offensive language

6. The company is set to ______ its new product line next month.

v. to send or propel something into the air or space using a device such as a
rocket, missile, or spacecraft; to make something available or on sale for the
first time

7. Macbeth is a famous _______ by Shakespeare.

n. an event or situation causing great loss, misfortune, or destruction; a play or
literature that deals with a severe and sad event and often ends with the death
of the main character

ANSWERS: 1. corporation, 2. laser, 3. flee, 4. rot, 5. swear, 6. launch, 7. tragedy
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8. The military _________ troops to the border.

v. to make something ready for action or use; to organize people or resources for
a particular purpose

9. The hotel staff was very _____________ and helped us with our requests.

adj. helpful and willing to assist or make room for someone or something

10. His estate was ___________ to his sons.

v. to give something to a large number of individuals, or to spread or furnish
something

11. He was reluctant to leave his comfort ____ and try something new.

n. a specific area, region, or section that is marked off or defined in some way

12. During the war, many _____ ships were converted into battleships.

n. the goods carried by ship, aircraft, or other vehicles

13. On three sides, mountains ________ the settlement.

v. to be all around something or somebody

14. The company implemented a new software system to __________ employee
communication and collaboration.

v. to make something easier or more likely to happen

15. The teacher told the students to memorize the math _______.

n. a group of symbols, letters, or numbers that represent a rule, law, or
mathematical statement

16. These birds can only _______ in temperate climates.

v. to live or exist despite a dangerous event or period

ANSWERS: 8. mobilized, 9. accommodating, 10. distributed, 11. zone, 12. cargo, 13.
surround, 14. facilitate, 15. formula, 16. survive
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17. The mystery ________ as the detectives gathered more clues.

v. to open up or spread out something that is folded or rolled up; to reveal or
disclose something that was previously hidden or unknown

18. The extinction of several subspecies has been linked to climate change and
habitat ___________.

n. the act of causing so much damage to something

19. X-rays revealed a small tumor in his _____.

n. the organ inside the head that is responsible for one's movement, thought,
memory, and feeling

20. The poet recited a _____ from her latest collection.

n. a type of poetry that is characterized by a metrical structure and often a rhyme
scheme

21. The enemy made an _________ into the country.

n. a sudden or brief invasion or attack; the act of entering into something in a way
that is not authorized or welcomed

22. There are several ____ machines in the factory because of the decreased
orders.

adj. not working hard or not having a job; useless

23. Pakistan's ___ budget was still being reviewed.

n. things sent to help countries in need, notably food or money; support

24. The passage of the bill is ________.

adj. not probable or likely to happen

ANSWERS: 17. unfolded, 18. destruction, 19. brain, 20. verse, 21. incursion, 22. idle,
23. aid, 24. unlikely
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25. Several ___________ indicators correlate with care admission.

n. a statistic characterizing that describes people or groups of people based on
their age, sex, income, etc.

26. He had to ______ the merchandise before the Black Friday bargain.

v. to remove contents of something from a vehicle, ship, container, etc.

27. The _________ crew quickly stabilized the patient before transporting them to
the hospital.

n. a vehicle specifically designed and equipped to transport sick or injured people
to and from hospitals and other medical facilities

28. Shakespeare's output of poetry was ________.

adj. extremely large or great

29. The ____________ of the residents was a consequence of the construction of
the new highway.

n. the act of forcing someone or something to leave their home or place of origin,
especially as a result of conflict, natural disaster, or manipulation

30. Our world is in the third __________.

n. a span of 1000 years, or the 1000th anniversary (plural: millennia)

31. I decided to seek counseling on the advice of my _________.

n. one of a group of a coworker, especially in a profession or a business

32. He was on an ________ train.

adj. going or traveling away from a particular place; intended for or leading to a
destination outside a particular place

ANSWERS: 25. demographic, 26. unload, 27. ambulance, 28. enormous, 29.
displacement, 30. millennium, 31. colleague, 32. outbound
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33. Students have loved this textbook for many years as a biology _____.

n. the sacred writings of the Christian religions, consisting of the Old and New
Testaments; a book regarded as authoritative in its field

34. Scientists studied the ancient ________ to learn more about the creature's
anatomy.

n. the structure of bones in a human or animal body, or a framework of bones or
other material that supports a plant

35. The product developed through years of research continues to _________ the
market.

v. to make a machine or system work by using electricity; to make someone
extremely enthusiastic about or interested in something

36. The effects might ___________ across the oceans in unexpected ways.

v. to be repeated several times as an echo

37. These heavy rains caused flash ______ on several islands.

n. a large amount of water flowing beyond its normal limits; an overwhelming
number or amount

38. The community warmly welcomed the ________.

n. a displaced person who has crossed national borders and who cannot or is
unwilling to return home due to political, religious, or economic reasons or
because of a war

39. He had to ___ the heavy suitcase up the stairs.

v. to carry or drag something with effort; to pull something along with a sudden or
jerky motion

ANSWERS: 33. bible, 34. skeleton, 35. electrify, 36. reverberate, 37. floods, 38.
refugees, 39. lug
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40. He and I often had __________ not only in personality but also in ideology.

n. a strong disagreement, argument, or a violent clash between two opposing
groups or individuals

41. This sprinter _______ the world with his speed.

v. to make a person or an animal unconscious or dizzy, especially by hitting them
on the head; to make someone surprised or shocked greatly

42. The drought led to widespread __________ in the region.

n. a severe lack of food that leads to malnutrition and, ultimately, death

43. This company has an entire recycling _________ including major reprocessing
plants.

n. a building or place that provides a particular service or is used for a particular
industry

44. I've been thinking all day and getting _______.

adv. not in, at, or to any place; not anywhere

45. The public restrooms were equipped with automatic flushers and hand sanitizer
to maintain high ________ conditions.

adj. clean and hygienic; of or relating to the promotion of health through cleanliness

46. The use of _______ is strictly prohibited under international law.

n. the act of causing intense pain or suffering to someone to punish them, extract
information from them, or for some other reason

47. This project is ______ despite the tight schedule.

adj. possible to do; capable of existing, taking place, or proving true

ANSWERS: 40. conflicts, 41. stunned, 42. starvation, 43. facility, 44. nowhere, 45.
sanitary, 46. torture, 47. doable
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48. He was a member of __________.

n. a legislative body, especially the one that represents the people of a country or
state

49. ______________ dialogue is important for understanding and respecting
different beliefs.

adj. involving or occurring between people of different religions; of or relating to the
relationships and interactions between different religions

50. The _________ of the joke was hilarious.

n. the final sentence or phrase in a joke, which is intended to be funny or
surprising and to bring the joke to a climax

51. The _____ arrived at the front lines just in time to reinforce the exhausted
soldiers.

n. a large group of people trained and organized for a particular purpose, such as
the military or a performing arts troupe

52. The organization is dedicated to providing ____________ aid to disaster-stricken
areas worldwide.

adj. something relating to the promotion of human welfare or someone who works
to promote human welfare

53. They hope to ______ their business worldwide.

v. to increase or to make something greater in size, number, or importance

54. He ________ himself in his research.

v. to become fully involved in a particular activity; to dip or submerge in a liquid,
especially so that they or it are entirely covered

ANSWERS: 48. parliament, 49. Interreligious, 50. punchline, 51. corps, 52.
humanitarian, 53. expand, 54. immersed
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55. The Chinese word for ______ comprises two characters, one for danger and the
other for opportunity.

n. a time of great disagreement, confusion, or danger when problems must be
resolved or critical decisions must be taken

56. The ________ truck arrived with the packages.

n. the act of taking or sending something to a destination; the bringing of a baby
during childbirth

57. Our country is a traditional ____ of England.

n. a country that has officially agreed to assist and support another country,
particularly in the event of a war

58. This exam requires excellent _____________ to pass.

n. the ability to focus all your time and energy on one thing without thinking about
anything else.

59. To sell the product, the companies have formed an ________.

n. a partnership or association formed for mutual benefit, particularly between
nations or organizations.

60. Totalitarian _______ are less likely to innovate because they deprive individuals
of economic incentives.

n. the organization, a system, or method that is the governing authority of a
political unit

61. He was ______ from his job for stealing company property.

v. to remove or dismiss someone from a position or place; (noun) a large bag
made of strong, rough material, such as burlap, that is used for storing or
carrying things

ANSWERS: 55. crisis, 56. delivery, 57. ally, 58. concentration, 59. alliance, 60.
regimes, 61. sacked
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62. He ate the dried ____ he had preserved.

n. a sweet and soft edible fruit with many seeds or a tree on which these grow

63. The spy carried out the mission in a ___________ manner.

adj. done or kept in secret, especially because it is illegal or not allowed

64. The _________ refugees were not allowed to enter the country.

adj. having no nationality or citizenship; not being affiliated with any particular state
or government

65. His professional experience includes all _______ of media production.

n. one part or feature of a situation, problem, subject, etc.

66. That _____ group actively advocated environmental protection to the
government.

n. a large area inside the entrance of a public building where people can meet
and wait; a group of people who try to persuade a politician, the government, or
an official group to influence legislation

67. This machine is too difficult to _______ for me.

v. to work in a particular way; to supervise something

68. He finally decided to ________ problems directly.

v. to face, meet or deal with a problem or difficult situation or person

69. He was impressed by the range and _________ of the collection.

n. the quality or fact of many different types of things or people being included in
something; a range of different things or people

ANSWERS: 62. figs, 63. clandestine, 64. stateless, 65. aspects, 66. lobby, 67.
operate, 68. confront, 69. diversity
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70. The city _______ voted to approve the new development project.

n. a group of people who have been elected or appointed to make decisions or
give advice on a particular subject or in a particular place

71. One bad apple spoils the whole _____.

n. a grouping of several similar things which are growing or fastened together

72. My father tried to ____ mathematics into my head since childhood.

v. to hit or cause to hit something in a way that makes a loud noise

73. The _________ man was severely malnourished.

adj. extremely thin or weak, especially as a result of illness or starvation

74. Many people are working together to close the gender ___.

n. a conspicuous disparity or difference separates something such as a figure,
people, their opinions, situation, etc.

75. He worked at the ______ as a baker.

n. a place where bread and other baked goods are made and sold

76. The ____ scarcity most severely impacted the manufacturing sector

n. a substance that is typically burned to generate heat or energy

77. Our company suffered ______ from incurring a heavy loss.

n. a state of ill-being due to affliction or misfortune

78. The artist featured ______ colors and patterns, creating a vibrant and dynamic
piece.

adj. a very large number

ANSWERS: 70. council, 71. bunch, 72. bang, 73. emaciated, 74. gap, 75. bakery, 76.
fuel, 77. misery, 78. myriad
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79. Many _________ survivors still suffer from the trauma they experienced during
that time.

n. the systematic killing of millions of Jews and other minority groups by the Nazis
during World War II, or any similar act of mass destruction

80. She vacated the position when she got ________.

adj. having a baby or young animal developing in the uterus

81. The use of cluster _____ is strictly prohibited by international law.

n. a weapon that explodes and is used to kill or injure people or to cause damage
to something

82. The _______ lasted for hours and were driving him crazy.

n. an involuntary movement of the muscles of the diaphragm and chest that
causes a sudden intake of breath with a sound similar to a "hiccup"

83. The condo offers _________ access to the beach.

adj. not divided or shared with others

84. The company made a _____ into the Chinese market.

n. a sudden or brief attack or incursion; a venture into something unfamiliar or
challenging

85. Their ________ strictly prohibits them from drinking or gambling.

n. a deep conviction in a supernatural power that controls human destiny

86. Thou _____ not steal.

v. an archaic form of "shall," which is used to indicate a command, a requirement,
or a prediction

ANSWERS: 79. holocaust, 80. pregnant, 81. bombs, 82. hiccups, 83. exclusive, 84.
foray, 85. religion, 86. shalt
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87. He exercised his right not to ___________ himself

v. to make someone seem guilty of a crime or wrongdoing

88. We got caught up in an _______ case.

n. a violent physical attack; the crime of forcing someone to submit to sexual
intercourse against their will

89. Jockey's superior _________ brought him victory.

n. a particular way or art of doing something that needs skill

90. I bought a new tool ___ for my home repair projects.

n. a set of tools, supplies, or equipment for a particular purpose

91. ________ must consider this proposal in an unusual situation.

n. a formal meeting of the representatives of different countries, constituent
states, organizations, trade unions, political parties, or other groups

92. The raising of interest rates __________ the inflation rate.

v. to become or cause to become steady or unlikely to give way

93. The military ___________ between the two countries created tension in the
international community.

n. the state of a cooperative relationship between people or groups, especially in
business

94. He has shown signs of uneasiness and ____________ worry.

adj. very great or intense; so powerful that you cannot fight or react against it

95. The predator ___________ its prey and ate its internal organs.

v. to remove the internal organs of an animal; to severely criticize or attack
someone or something

ANSWERS: 87. incriminate, 88. assault, 89. technique, 90. kit, 91. Congress, 92.
stabilizes, 93. partnership, 94. overwhelming, 95. eviscerated
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96. There are _______ differences between the two wine-producing regions.

adj. easy to see, discover or understand

97. A thunderous boom ______ throughout the valley.

n. a sound heard after being reflected off a surface, such as a wall or a cliff

98. She vividly _______ getting laid off several years ago.

v. to remember something

99. People began storing up food and supplies for the _____.

n. the surrounding of a place and isolating it by an army to defeat those defending
it

100. I will introduce you to how to ________ the leading causes of the malfunction.

v. to recognize someone or something and say or prove who or what they are

ANSWERS: 96. obvious, 97. echoed, 98. recalls, 99. siege, 100. identify
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